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In this article there were shown Kazakh and English languages of phra
seological description of woman appearance. Comparing the descriptions 
of woman’s beauty appearance which in Kazakh and English languages; in 
the aesthetical point of view to analyze their differences and similarities. 
On the fact that both of these nations evolved in different places, have 
their own history, language, traditions, way of life and economy. Using the 
phraseological descriptions to compare different nation’s peculiarities from 
view of lingualculture and aesthetics.
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Нaбижaнқы зы З.

қaзaқ жә не aғыл шын  
ті лін де гі әйел кел бе тін  

су рет теу лер ге  
сaлыс тырмaлы тaлдaу

Мaқaлaдa қaзaқ жә не aғыл шын тіл де рін де гі әде биет тер де әйел 
aдaмның кел бе тін су рет те ген тұрaқты сөз дер ге сaлыс тырмaлы 
тaлдaу жaсaу aрқы лы, қaзaқ жә не aғыл шын әде биет те рін де гі әйел 
aдaмдaрдың кел бе тін су рет теу ле рі нен, эт никaлық тұр ғыдaн жaқын
ды ғы жоқ екі хaлық тың эс те тикaлық тaлғaмдaрындaғы ұқсaстықтaры 
мен aйырмaшы лықтaрын қaрaстырaды. Сондaйaқ қaзaқ жә не 
aғыл шын тіл де рін де гі әйел aдaмды су рет теу тұрaқты сөз де рі нің 
қaлыптaсуы ның ұлт тық, геогрaфия лық жә не әлеу мет тік өмір сү ру 
формaсы ның aйырмaшы лықтaрын линг во мә де ни тұр ғы сынaн сaлыс
ты рып, олaрдың ұлт тық дү ниетaны мы мен эс те тикaлық ерек ше лік те
рін aнықтaйды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: әйел aдaм, кел бет, эс те тикaлық көзқaрaс, ұқсaс
тықтaр, aйырмaшы лықтaр.

Нaбижaнкы зы З.

Анaлиз описa ния внеш не го 
видa жен щи ны в aнг лийс ком и 

кaзaхс ком языкaх

В дaнной стaтье рaссмaтривaет ся и делaет ся aнaлиз описa ния 
внеш не го видa жен щи ны в aнг лийс ком и кaзaхс ком языкaх, про во
дит ся срaвне ние ус той чи вых сло во со четa ний aнг лий ско го и кaзaхс
ко го языкa, ко то рые опи сывaют, в том чис ле рaссмaтривaет ся воп рос 
о схо жес ти и рaзнос ти двух aбсо лют но не сов мес ти мых эт ни чес ких 
нaро дов. Тaкже aнaли зи рует ся воз ник но ве ние ус той чи вых сло во со
четa ний, опи сывaющих женс кую внеш ность, с уче том нaционaль ное, 
геогрaфи чес кой, со циaль ной жиз ни, ми ро во зз ре ние и эс те ти чес кое 
рaзли чие.

Клю че вые словa: жен щинa, внеш ний вид, эс те ти ческaя точкa 
зре ния, рaзницa, по хо жес ть, рaзли чие.
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If we compare the description of the appearance of women in 
Kazakh and in English language, we find very interesting cultural 
features. “The Greatest master ‒ Creator ‒ God,» that means Allah 
is the creator of the appearance of the billions of people who do not 
alike to each other, and their appearance is characteristic only of 
their nation, all of this is described in the world literature. Learning 
all this by linguistic comparison, it is in itself an interesting research 
topic.

In the imaginative literature most of all as described objects were 
women. This is due to the fact that God created a woman in special 
way. Therefore, women are distinguished by their beauty, tender-
ness, captivating nature. If the mysterious nature of the woman laid 
her inside, the beauty is manifested in the exterior and it describes 
by the different writers. Yet, the levels of beauty in different nations 
are not the same. Beauty woman in perfect form contains the exter-
nal beauty and the beauty of the soul.

Some nations are paying more attention to the external beauty of 
a woman, the traditional view of beauty. For example, in the tribe of 
Mayorun, which is located in Peru, women paint their bodies, wear 
a necklace of monkey teeth, also put feathers on their mouth, nose 
and ears, the more they hung with different decorations, the more 
their women are considered as a beautiful. The tribe named Natchi 
considered that a woman who has an oblong shape of the head is 
not artificial and she is not beautiful. Women of a Palaven tribe are 
located in the Philippines, especially sharpening their teeth with a 
file and color it black, which is the standard of beauty. In the Sen-
egalese Wolof tribe, women braid hair as horns. Vietnamese – Jarai 
tribe people’s women to lengthen their necks wear brass rings and 
thereby look nice [1].

The concepts of human beauty began to appear from immemo-
rial time. The ancient goddess of love, Aphrodite (Venus) felt the 
beauty as a romantic love, and the beloved of Zeus, Hera, felt as a 
sense of pride and beauty of a Command. And Pallas Athena felt the 
mind and wisdom of women, as the main standard of a beauty» [2].

Beauties in the classic lyrical works of the Kazakh people, such 
as Kiz-Zhibek, Akzhunis, Bayansulu, there we can see that their in-
tellect is consistent with their beauty. To find the difference between 
peoples and nations of the world about the concept of beauty is not 
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so difficult. In traditional Kazakh understanding of 
female beauty, beautiful woman, first of all is that 
its mental abilities match her own beauty, she raised 
and modest, while being bold, she’s a good advisor 
for her husband, custody of her own children, and is 
characterized in that is also good for the family.

World view of human life is always described in 
the specific language scheme. Writers and narrators 
uses language under conditions of everyday life, na-
tional traditions, culture and world view of all this, 
they can detect a certain national and cultural pecu-
liarities. Now, try a bright example of the Kazakh 
and English languages to reveal the subject.

Englishmen describe the properties, appearance, 
character and behavior, based on their own knowl-
edge of the world the features of their culture. They 
are clearly used to describe natural phenomena of 
female appearance. In this respect, it makes them 
look like a feature of the Kazakh language.

Beauty. As fair as lily, as graceful as swan, 
pretty as picture, as beautiful as Greek, as bandy as 
bandicoot. From this we can understand the char-
acteristics and differences of English phrases to de-
scribe women’s beauty.

But in Kazakh language, when two young 
people fall in love with each other, call each other 
“Nightingale” and “Parrot”. Or call themselves the 
Moon or the Sun (which implies equality of their 
beauty). From these examples, we can see that such 
a bird as a swan or a parrot is the epitome of beauty 
as the Kazakh and the English languages.

Look. The appearance and image of a man de-
scribed by the Englishmen according to their under-
standing of the outside world, and especially cul-
ture. If we take the phraseological comparisons, it 
is mainly used everyday household items, or natural 
phenomena. For example: As fat as butter, as brit-
tle as glass, fresh as daisy.

In Kazakh language: As a white as a carp. Round 
like a circle (means healthy and pretty), “heavy 
meat” (means a huge body) [3]. 

Face, Image. In English: Smiling face, happy 
face, chubby face, oval face, cherubic face. I saw the 
joy in her smiling face. She has an oval face and is 
very tall, which makes her a beautiful girl [1]. All of 
these examples clearly give us to understand that in 
the Kazakh and English languages, the description 
of the individual women is very similar.

In Kazakh language: apple face, with the face of 
ripe wheat, with a blush, like a full moon, like a ripe 
fruit, affable, pious as white snow, and many other 
comparisons are very common in works of art. To 
this we can give a few examples of the Kazakh lit-
erature. The Kazakh understanding of a swan is very 

rare and sacred bird and who dares to kill it, will be 
cursed. Also, white egg of a swan being particularly 
on color, is also sacred [4].

Eyes. In English language: hazel eyes, gray 
eyes, gentle eyes, shimmering eyes. Some exam-
ples from the English literature: «Her hazel eyes 
grew round and her cheeks pinked with a flush 
of renewed excitement”; «Ah, but she has silver 
gray eyes and bronze hair»; She looked at me with 
her soft, gently eyes[5]. «Her shimmering eyes 
never left his as she put the rose to her in acknowl-
edgment of his words [6].

In Kazakh language there are such comparisons: 
“Cow eyes, eyes of colt, mirrored eyes, clear eyes, 
gentle eyes, etc.” Let us give some examples: “In 
her beauty and round face, while she is smiling there 
are so white and shiny teeth like a pearls, and her 
lips like candies, her beauty was grew up”[7]; “She 
feel a shame, and her eyes get transparent like a 
colt’s eyes” [8].

Eyebrows In English: arched eyebrows, dark 
eyebrow, bushy eyebrows, thick eyebrows. In litera-
ture: Her widest eyes were accented by slim arched 
eyebrows and framed by high cheeks bones; I was 
not wearing makeup, did not really need any with 
these heavy, dark eyebrows of mine and the long 
lashes [9].

In Kazakh language there are some descriptions 
of the eyebrows, such as arched eyebrows, flash 
eyebrows, thin eyebrows like a new moon, and her 
eyebrows like the wings of a seagull. In the litera-
ture, we see the “Like the tips of the wings of a swal-
low, like a taut bowstring facing the natural enemies 
...” [10].

Neck. In English: swan-like neck. Her swan-
like neck and slopping shoulders, was orient ally 
dazzling [11].

In Kazakh language: swan neck, apple neck, es-
pecially baa bark neck, full neck, etc.

Beauty describes pure about his neck, is rare 
in stable phrases is most likely due to the fact that 
the Kazakh people hide such openness from prying 
eyes.

And if you say that the neck like a swan, it al-
ready implies a beautiful neck. That is, everything 
that is connected with a beautiful object or body part 
moves to the description of the beauty in the female 
image. Using words like a swan, described such 
concepts as “beauty,” “grace,” etc.

Hair. In English: Blond hair. Judas hair, fell 
hair, (bush / head / shock) of hair, russet-
haired silky hair. In literature: Aron saw his russet-
haired wife; Her hair was silky and light brown 
and fell carelessly down her back [12].
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The Kazakh language refers to hair as follows: 
hair soft like silk, silky golden hair, beautiful black 
braid, wavy black hair, beautiful and strong braids, 
etc. In the literature we meet: “My hair is so rigid 
that I can comb it after they’ll wash, dry the same as 
this is not possible” [13].

“My two braids,
Like two snakes” [14].
Encountered epithets and comparisons in 

the description of women beauty in the Kazakh 
literature clearly show the features of the cultural 
differences. We notice that there are some differences 
in the English and Kazakh culture. This is reflected 
not only in the differences which hair color indicates, 
like red and black, and this is reflected in their life.

 Woman’s voice and smile. In English: Gentle 
simile, sheer smile, feminine smile, radiant smile. In 
literature: Her smile was too gentle, too sheer, too 
feminine to belong to just a little girl [15].

In Kazakh language there are many 
epithets associated with a woman’s voice and 

laughter such as gentle laughter, laughter, though 
placer of a transparent water (of laughter), 
laughter like silver as a silver bell, a nice angelic 
voice, etc.

If we take the total phraseological comparisons 
of women beauty in English and Kazakh 
language, the main connotation is similar, but 
as a comparison of these two nations come from 
different words and adjectives. If, however, in 
English, we compare images taken of birds such 
as swan, goose and peacock, Kazakh language 
used tokens like a nightingale and the swan. It 
also became obvious that in the analysis and use 
of lingual cultural method, both languages have 
their differences and similarities in the description 
of feminine beauty. This is due to the fact that 
these two nations have different view. Also, it is 
of course dependent on the fact that both of these 
nations evolved in different places, have their 
own history, language, traditions, way of life and 
economy.
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